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A Rare Case Report of Chondroblastoma Pisiform in Adolescent
Ashish Rustagi¹, Saumya Agarwal¹, Geetika Khanna², L G Krishna¹, Jatin Talwar¹, Shivank Prakash¹
Learning Point of the Article:
Chondroblastoma of carpal bones such as pisiform is a rare entity and requires high index of suspicion and radiological and histopathological
confirmation.

Abstract
Introduction: Chondroblastoma is a rare primary benign tumor of bone with male predominance and is typically seen in an epiphyseal location.
The pisiform is a carpal bone and chondroblastoma of the pisiform has not been reported in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
Case Presentation: An 18-year-old male presented with painful swelling over his right wrist with restriction of ulnar deviation. Based on
magnetic resonance imaging findings, two diagnostic possibilities were entertained, namely, giant cell tumor of bone and chondroblastoma.
Wide local excision was performed, and histopathology confirmed the diagnosis of chondroblastoma of the pisiform. After 2 years of follow-up,
the patient has gained pain-free wrist movements post excision, and there are no signs of recurrence. The Modified Mayo Wrist Score of 75 (fair)
improved to 100 (excellent).
Conclusion: Surgeon should always keep in mind the possibility of the tumor at the rare site and accurately diagnose the tumor with the help of
imaging modalities and biopsy.
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Introduction
Chondroblastoma is a rare, cartilage-producing bone tumor
that tends to occur in the long bones of skeletally immature
individuals. It was originally described by Ewing in 1928 as a
“calcifying giant cell tumor.” [1] It is typically seen in the
epiphyseal location and is characterized histologically by the
proliferation of immature/embryonic chondrocytes (or
chondroblasts). Secondary elements, such as giant cells,
calcification, and occasionally aneurysmal bone cyst formation,
are often seen. The tumor is uncommon, accounting for <1% of
all primary bone tumors. It mostly occurs in the second decade
of life, with an average age of 19–23 years [2, 3, 4]. There is a
male predominance w ith a male-to-female ratio of
approximately 2:1. Long-standing bone pain is the most
common presentation. The local examination may reveal
tenderness, decreased range of motion in the affected joint,

joint effusion, muscular atrophy, and a palpable mass which may
be a common clinical presentation. Chondroblastoma is
typically a solitary lesion, with the most common sites being the
proximal tibia or femur, distal femur, and proximal humerus
[5]. In older individuals, the location is much more variable, and
tumors may involve non-tubular bones such as the craniofacial
skeleton or bones of the hands and feet [3, 4]. Primary
neoplasms of the carpal bones are rare. Murray and Berger [6]
found 44 primary tumors of the carpal bones of 26,800 bone
neoplasms (prevalence, 0.16%). About 86% were benign; 14%
were malignant. The most common tumor was osteoid
osteoma. Chondroblastoma of carpal bones such as triquetrum
and capitate has been reported in the literature, but there is no
c a se regard i ng c h o n d robla sto ma o f t h e p i s i f o r m.
Radiologically, the tumor is a well-demarcated, eccentric, and
lytic lesion with peripheral sclerosis. The average size varies
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Figure 1: (a) Clinical picture of the left hand showing swelling over the volar and ulnar aspect of
the wrist and (b) dorsal aspect of the same hand showing swelling over ulnar side.

from 3 to 6 cm, although tumors exceeding 10 cm can occur [7].
Central “fluffy” calcifications are commonly radiodense.
Extensive edema surrounding the lesion can typically be seen in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). On gross examination, the
tumor appears distinct from the adjacent bone and contains a
mixture of soft, friable, grey-yellow material, and hemorrhage.
Small calcifications provide a gritty and chalky cut surface.
Histologically, sheets of small to intermediate-sized round to
polygonal cells are seen. The tumor cells demonstrate welldefined cytoplasmic margins and eosinophilic cytoplasm,
although focally, clear cell change can be seen. The nucleus is
centrally placed and relatively large, and often a central,
longitudinal nuclear groove (“coffee bean” appearance) can be
seen. Chondroid matrix formation usually confirms the
diagnosis of chondroblastoma. Bluish or purple granular
calcium deposits are seen in approximately one-third of cases,
most commonly in long bone tumors. The calcifications may be
seen in the cytoplasm or stroma, where they demonstrate a
delicate pericellular lacelike or “chicken-wire” appearance [3].
Surgery remains the mainstay of the treatment and includes
extended curettage with or without bone grafting, en bloc
resection, or rarely, amputation. Chemical cauterization with
phenol or cryosurgery can also be used as adjunctive therapy.
For recurrent tumors, resection remains the treatment of
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Figure 3: Magnetic resonance imaging showing (a) coronal section of hand showing
heterogeneously hyperintense signal on proton density-weighted (PDW) images in pisiform
bone with adjacent soft tissue, subcutaneous edema on medial aspect of the hand, and mild soft
tissue collection on lateral to bone as PDW hyperintensity. (b) On sagittal sections,
heterogeneously hyperintense signal on short tau inversion recovery images in pisiform bone with
adjacent soft tissue on all aspects, with subcutaneous edema on medial aspect of hand and mild
soft-tissue collection on inferior aspect of pisiform bone.

Figure 2: X-ray anteroposterior and lateral view of the left wrist with hand showing lesion
involving the pisiform bone.

choice, although select cases may also receive radiation therapy
after repeated curettage fails to cure. We are presenting here a
case presentation of chondroblastoma of the pisiform which is
the first report of its kind.
Case Report
An 18-year-old male came to the orthopedics OPD of
Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi, with complains of pain and
swelling in the left wrist for 4 months. The pain was insidious in
onset and progressive in nature. The swelling was bony hard and
not adherent to the skin (Fig. 1). Ulnar deviation of the left wrist
was found to be painful. X-ray (anteroposterior view) of the left

Figure 4: (a) On table picture showing tumor in the left wrist, (b) on table excision of the tumor,
and (c) chondroblastoma pisiform measuring around 3 cm.
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Figure 5: H & E section from the chondroblastoma showing sheets of polyhedral cells with
eosinophilic cytoplasm at places showing nuclear grooves. Scattered multinucleated giant cells
and chondroid matrix are also seen.

wrist showed a lytic lesion around distal ulna and pisiform bone
(Fig. 2). MRI revealed the expansion of the pisiform bone with
altered marrow signal and morphology (Fig. 3). The pisiform
bone showed an isointense signal on T1 and was hyperintense
on T2 images. The involved bone shows an irregular cortical
outline, and the internal matrix was lobulated suggesting
differential diagnosis of giant cell tumor and aneurysmal bone
cyst. Pre-anesthetic check-up was done, and consent was taken.
The patient was kept in the supine position with palm facing
upward, and then, a 5 cm curvilinear incision was made over the
volar aspect of the left wrist. A thorough layer by layer dissection
was performed taking care of all the adjacent vital structures,
and the tumor was identified. A wide margin bony excision was
then performed (Fig. 4) and closure was done in layers. Suture
removal was done after 14 days, and till then, the patient was
kept on antibiotics. The sample obtained was sent for
histopathological analysis which revealed it to be a
chondroblastoma (Fig. 5). Active and active-assisted range of
motion exercises were initiated after suture removal. Follow-up
(Fig. 6) was done at 6 weeks, 3 months and 6 months, 1 year and
2 years, and thereafter. The lesion resolved with the resolution

Figure 6: Six months follow-up with normal range of movement of wrist joint (a) complete
dorsiflexion, (b) complete palmarflexion, (c) complete pronation, and (d) complete supination.
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of pain and swelling. Wrist movements were not affected. The
patient was evaluated using the Modified Mayo Wrist Score
(MMWS) [8] which consists a total of 100 points divided
among the evaluator’s assessment of pain (25 points), active
flexion/extension arc as a percentage of the opposite side (25
points), grip strength as a percentage of the opposite side (25
points), and the ability to return to regular employment or
activities (25 points). An excellent result is defined as 90–100
points, good is 80–89, fair is 65–79 points, and poor is less than
65 points. Preoperatively, the patient had a MMWS of 75, which
was fair, but postoperatively, patient had an excellent result with
100 points. No radiological sign of recurrence was found at 2
years follow-up and thereafter.
Discussion
Chondroblastomas most frequently arise in the epiphyses of
long bones, with 70% occurring in the humerus (most
frequent), femur, and tibia. Approximately 10% are found in the
hands and feet [9]. Moreover, cases of chondroblastoma in the
carpals, which have been reported [10], are scaphoid, n = 6;
capitate, n = 4; lunate, n = 2; triquetrum, n = 3; trapezium, n = 2;
and hamate, n = 1. To the best of knowledge, till date, there is no
case reported in the literature about chondroblastoma of the
pisiform. Most often, chondroblastoma is confused with giant
cell tumor of bone in terms of clinical, histopathological, and
radiological presentation. In general, giant cell tumors of bone
tend to occur in a slightly older age range (third to the fourth
decade of life, after the closure of epiphyses), which are usually
larger in size and have less well-defined borders without
peripheral sclerosis. Histopathologically, giant cell tumor of
bone demonstrates more numerous and evenly distributed
giant cells, whereas the presence of chondroblasts, chondroid
matrix, chicken wire calcification, and S100 protein or DOG1
positivity suggests a chondroblastoma. Another tumor entity
which can be a close mimic is chondromyxoid fibroma (CMF)
which can also present as a bland cartilaginous proliferation
arising in the bone of a younger individual (second to the third
decade of life). CMF, however, typically arises in a metaphyseal
location rather than in the epiphysis. In addition, hypercellular
areas containing spindled or stellate cells in a myxoid
background are characteristically seen at the periphery of a
CMF, a finding that is absent in a chondroblastoma. Clear cell
chondrosarcoma is an uncommon variant of chondrosarcoma
that classically presents as a lytic lesion in the epiphysis of the
proximal humerus or femur [11]. Although the mean age of
presentation is slightly older than in chondroblastoma (thirdfifth decades), the age range overlaps, and the radiologic
appearance may not allow reliable distinction between the two
entities. Clear cell chondrosarcoma demonstrates larger, more
atypical cells with clear cytoplasm, whereas chondroblastoma is
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a tumor comprised of smaller round to polygonal cells with
eosinophilic cytoplasm and limited cytological atypia, and thus,
a good and experienced histopathologist are required to
differentiate both the tumors. A chondroblastoma-like variant
of osteosarcoma (CBTOS) has been reported occasionally in
the literature and may difficult to distinguish from
chondroblastoma [12], as both tumors can present in young
patients as a lytic lesion in an epiphyseal location. CBTOS
usually demonstrates small round-oval cells with eosinophilic
cytoplasm and scattered giant cells and, therefore, may cause
confusion with CBT, especially on a small biopsy specimen.
Although generally benign, chondroblastoma is placed in the
“intermediate, rarely metastasizing” category in the 2013 World
Health Organization classification of bone tumors [13]. The
tumor is also known to have a relatively high local recurrence
rate in the order of 14% to 18% [4]. The local recurrence rate is
somewhat dependent on-site; tumors in the skull and other
bones with limited resectability are understandably more
difficult to excise completely. Bone grafting and cryotherapy
after surgical curettage decrease the risk of recurrence.
Metastasis to the lung, bone, and soft tissue can occur in
chondroblastoma [14], although such cases are rare (2%), and
tend to show indolent growth with no significant effect on
mortality. It is a very rare case and only case reported in the

available literature. Among tumors involving pisiform,
chondroblastoma should also be kept as a differential diagnosis.
Hence, timely diagnosis and treatment may lower the risk of
recurrence and improve the prognosis by retaining wrist and
hand functions.
Conclusion
Chondroblastoma is most commonly found in the epiphysis of
long tubular bones, especially proximal tibia or femur, distal
femur, and proximal humerus, but the rare presentation is a
possibility; therefore, surgeon should always keep in mind the
possibility of the tumor and accurately diagnose the tumor with
the help of imaging modalities and biopsy. The treatment
remains the same that is bony excision and curettage.

Clinical Message

Carpal bones, including pisiform, are rare site for a tumor
presentation such as chondroblastoma, for which a high index
of suspicion is required and further radiological and
histopathological confirmation is performed. Tumor
excision/curettage is performed to treat such tumors.
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